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Blue Aquatic Flexi Vip Tilt 06Oct17 This tilting chair, facilitates the showering of aged and/or disabled people. Consist of
collection pan with lid, easily removable, soft with front opening head rest, belt, movable
in Space Shower
leg rests. Weight bearing to 150 kg. Value $2790 cost us $1200.
Commode.
Purchased from Roland Priestley Pty Ltd $650 ONO
Grey K-Care Maxi Range 06Oct17 This shower commode is quite new with padded seat, movable arm rest, movable pan,
movable foot rest. Facilitates the showering of aged and/or disabled people. Weight
of Shower Commodebearing to 150kg. Clearance 490mm.
Attendant Propelled Otto
Valued by Roland Priestley P/L for $1663. Selling for $450 ONO
Back
01Mar18 Petermann Bath Lift Chair with hand controller for individuals who struggle to raise and
Bath Lift Chair - Battery
lower themselves into the bath. Fits standard bath. Detachable washable comfort seating
Operated
cover. Rechargeable battery pack. High backrest. Fully waterproof. Portable. Seat width
68cm, depth 40cm, height 7-39cm, fold down seat flap width 14.5cm. Off white. Excellent
condition.

$650

$1,200

Rose
Incampo

0438 480 920

NORTH
STARTHFIELD

$450

$1,663

Rose
Incampo

0438 480 920

NORTH
STARTHFIELD

906 Swiss Helen
Francs

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Toilet Seat Raiser And
Surround

01Mar18 Savanna HomeCare raised toilet seat with height adjustment of 5cm. Includes BR Toilet
surround. Assist with toilet transfers. Has adjustable height and legs have antislip tips.
Surround height 65.5 to 76.5cm, width 50cm, depth 42cm. Toilet seat easily fitted to
existing toilets with adjustable clamps. Lid. Seat width 36cm and depth 39.5cm.
Excellent condition.
01Mar18 Dolomite AB Aquatex Toilet Seat Raiser 9001. Max height adjustment of 10cm with two
3cm inserts. Helps with toilet transfers. Fold-back armrests and cover. Easily fitted to
existing toilets with adjustable clamps. Seat width 37cm, depth 41.5cm, max weight 120kg.
White. Good condition. Bought for 418 Swiss Francs.

$30

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

15Jan18 Like new, only 15 months old. Features include: electronic controls for elevation, putting
the head up, or just elevating the feet. It also has Side rails that can be up and locked in
place if necessary. It has an overhang hoist grip to help with moving on the bed or getting
on and off the bed. The mattress is one of those constant inflated mattresses (Air-Lo) that
is controlled from a motor at the bottom of the bed. This helps with preventing bed sores
and has worked wonderfully well for us.
15Jan18 King Single size tempur mattress with adjustable, electric base. In excellent condition.
Purchased from Domayne

$2,750

$4,024

Peter Neeson 0478 402 956
durban67@hotmail.com

$800

$2,300

Simona
Bellomo

0404 483 610 /
simibell15@gmail.com

$450

$995

Helen

NORTH
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com WOLLONGONG

Bathroom Equipment

Toilet Seat Raiser With
Arm Rests.

$350

$80

$95

Beds
Aspire Community Care
bed

Tempur mattress and
adjustable base

BEECROFT

KANAHOOKA

Bed Equipment & Mattress
Mattress - Pressure Care

01Mar18 Invacare MSS Softform Premier Glide Pressure Care Mattress and two-way stretch PU
waterproof cover. For electric profiling beds. Dimensions: 197 x 88 x 15.2 cm. Weight limit
247.6 kg. Excellent condition
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$800

$2,400

Michael Allen 02 9938 4472

suburb

Chair
19Oct17 Oscar “Menningham “ electric reclining/lift chair, (pale fawn with a tinge of green) in
Oscar “Menningham “
immaculate condition, only 5 months old, purchased from Nth Degree Care Pty Ltd,
electric reclining/lift chair
Turramurra. Receipt available.
Can be easily dissembled into two pieces for transport. Might need two people.
22Nov17 300KG lift limit. Electric motors, reupholstered and new air cushions. Can deliver to the
Bariatric Air Comfort
Sydney metropolitan area.
Care Chair

ALLAMBIE
HEIGHTS

$6,000

$10,000 Robb Tilley

02 9816 4279

GLADSVILLE

$1,600

$3,500

Robb Tilley

02 9816 4279

GLADSVILLE
ADAMSTOWN
suburb of
Newcastle)

Regency Care Chair

22Nov17 New upholstery in Vinyl. Can deliver to the Sydney metropolitan area.

Evolution Supreme Chair
(Large)

07Feb18 The Evolution Supreme chair is a full pressure relieving foam day bed which uses the
latest technology in pressure management materials. It offers adjustable wings and dropdown arms (multi position) allowing for easy patient side transfer. The cover is a Carrflex
material designed to give 4-way stretch to reduce shearing. The low friction 5 inch castors
with one directional locking castor enable easy and smooth wheeling around and fits
through any standard doorway. The chair has been designed as a low maintenance, user
friendly chair with a large range of adjustable seating positions to suit almost any user.
Purchased 2009

$800

$2,800

Trevor
Simmons

0409 815 599

Chair - Pressure
Relieving Air Chair

01Mar18 Delux Comfort Noble Bed/Chair air comfort seating system for pressure managment.
Total surface air pressure system. Manual tilting of the backrest, seat and leg rests.
Adjustable wings and drop down sides for easy transfers. Detachable pillow. Locking
castors. Removable water resistent soft cover is easy to clean. Blue.
Overall width 71cm, sitting length 104cm, Inside back width 46cm, seat width 51cm, back
height 71cm. Weight capacity 180kg.
Suit patients from 162 to 188 cm. Excellent condition.

$1,800

$2,695

Helen

NORTH
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com WOLLONGONG

$500

$1,695

Angela Inman 0412 517 662

WEST RYDE

Reclining chair- TopForm 13Mar18 Purchased in 2014, the chair is hradly used and is in perfect condition. Features a 3 piece
cushion backrest and wide armrests. This chair is the one motor wall saver model. Size Ashley lift and recline
Maxi (83cm wide, 117 height, seat width 53cm, seat depth 55cm, seat to top of back
chair
72cm) Details of the chair can be found from:
http://www.totalmobility.com.au/product/ashley-1/
Manual Wheelchairs
KARMA FLEXX
WHEELCHAIR

30Oct17 As brand new in excellent condition, hardly used, purchased Oct 2016. Attendant
handbrakes added. Comfy and little effort required to propel. View features on Google:
“Karma Flexx Youtube”. $1100 ONO.

$1,100

$1,500

Carol Devine

0401 853 326 or
c_devine@bigpond.net.au

THORNLEIGH

Karma Flexx Series
manual wheelchair

04Apr18 The wheel chair was bought brand new in Jan 23 2016 from North Care Comfort and
Mobility, 1323 Pacific H'way Turramurra NSW 2074 for $1,245.00. It is as good as new,
hardly been used. It is a manual wheelchair KARMA Flexx Series (KM-8022/KM-8522).
Extras added to it, seat belt bought brand new $85 and Breezy everyday comfortable
cushion $30 brand new. Total $1,360 and I would like to sell it for $1,000

$1,000

$1,360

Leiola
Davoren

0447 299 981

EPPING

(
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Powered Wheelchairs
Power Wheelchair,
Centro Glide

24Nov17 Less than 12 months old, 133km. Extras fitted. Adjustable Rehab seat frame, 4 pole 350w
motors, 0-50º power tilt and space, 150º power recline, 12 inch verticle lift. LCD
expandable drive control, rectractable control bracket, dual attendant controller, ball style
control knob, flip back height adjustable arm support, dartex covered armpads,
centremount footplate with calf support pads, pneaumatic tyres, 14 in hybrid drive wheels,
85ah bateries, 8amp charger, phone charger port, RAM tablet mount, brake release free
wheel and manual brakes, verticle tie down points front and rear, 6 wheel adjustable
suspension system, tee shaped back support, swing away lateral supports, ROHO
cushion, 16inch hip guides, angle adjustable mounting head support, 2 point padded hip
belt and centrepoint shoulder harness.

$12,250

$28,475 Kerry Welsh

0415 877 669 /
kerry@cleggnet.com

Glide 6 Motorised
Wheelchair with Charger

07Feb18 The Glide Series 6 is a battery powered wheelchair with a solid seat and back and a
Cantilever Transverse Arm System which allows independent 4 wheeled suspension so
uneven terrain can be negotiated without loss of traction. It is a robust chair suitable for
inside and outside use. Seat width, depth and angle and backrest angle are adjustable
and the armrests lift up and adjust in height and angle. $1500 ONO

$1,500

$5,000

Trevor
Simmons

0409 815 599

ADAMSTOWN
( suburb of
Newcastle)

Pride Jazzy Select 14XL

26Mar18 Excellent Condition, 4 years old, hardly used. Suit large person but any size can use it.
Various speeds. Great Battery, Tyres and padded seat. Photos can be emailed upon
request.

$2,000

$4,500

John Green

0419 287 108
j.wgreen@hotmail.com

WOLLONGONG

$3,500

$9,000

Steve James

0417 291 600

RYDALMERE

$2,000

$3,400

Rosemary
Morrison

0414 912 091

CROYDON

$500

$3,000

Marion
McDonald

0437 135 579

DIAMOND
CREEK (VIC )

Portable Garaventa Stair- 07May18 Used Portable Garaventa Stair-Trac SA-2 and wheelchair. Second owner / last used 2011
/ garaged for last 6 years. Portable wheelchair lift that is designed to fit under most manual
Trac SA-2 and
wheelchairs. Powerful battery charged motor to transport people up and down stairs.
wheelchair
Comes with manual and instructions, a separate trickle-charger to keep the battery
charged and a manual wheelchair.
Cost new $9000 Purchased used $6500 in 2008.
07May18 A0073- HP5DX Heartway Escape DX Electric Wheelchair is a powerful electric
Electric wheel chair
wheelcahir. This model features an aluminium frame and die-casting legs rather than
welded ones for better structural strength and added safety.The Heartway Escape DX is a
great basic wheelchair and features leg rests for extra comfort and stability. Includes
Shear pad gel cushion 20 " x 20".
Weight Capacity: 135 Klgs; Max Speed: 6 kmph ; Battery Range: 30 Km ; Weight: With
Battery: 62 Kgs ; Battery: 12V/36Ah x 2 ; Motor: 200W x2 ;Charger: 5 Amp Off- Board
Drive Wheel: 320mm x 60mm ; Font Caster: (Wheel) 200mm x 50 mm ; Rear Caster: (AntiTipper) 35mm x 17mm ; Controller: VSI 50Amp ; Length: 1100mm ; Wide: 685mm
Turning Radius: 865 mm . Purchased in July 2017. : Brand new, never used
High Quality Wheelchair

07May18 Very high quality wheelchair for sale. Azeala Rae is the brand. Designed for a taller
person. It was purchased 2nd hand from EBay around 18 months ago, i paid $500 for it.
They retail for around $3000. It is approximately 4 years old. It is currently located at my
brothers residence in Bacchus Marsh, VIC, but can be moved to Diamond Creek if
necessary. I would like $ 500 for it, although it is probably worth more than that.
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$1,800

$2,695

Helen

NORTH
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com WOLLONGONG

Rachel

0435 452 739

WESTMEAD

Powered Scooters
Chair - Pressure
Relieving Air Chair

01Mar18 Delux Comfort Noble Bed/Chair air comfort seating system for pressure managment. Total
surface air pressure system. Manual tilting of backrest, seat and leg rests. Adjustable
wings & drop down sides for easy transfers. Detachable pillow. Locking castors.
Removable water resistent soft cover, easy to clean. Blue. Overall width 71cm, sitting
length 104cm, inside back width 46cm, seat width 51cm, back height 71cm, weight
capacity 180kg. Suit patients 162-188cm. Excellent condition.

Shoprider Mobility
Scooter

19Mar18 Second hand Shoprider Mobility Scooter. -3 Wheels -Charger -recently replaced battery front basket and rear storage bag -all in working condition. No damage, but older style. unsure of specification details and year, but photos and model number can be provided.
$650 ONO

$650

Seat Cushion - Pressure
Care

01Mar18 Tempur Pressure Relieving Seat Cushion. Removable washable cover with slip resistant
base. Length 42cm, width 40cm, depth 5cm. Black. Very good condition.

$60

$160

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Wheel Chair Cushion Pressure Care

01Mar18 Invacare Flo-tech Solutions Wheelchair Cushion. Removable waterproof cover. Max
weight 140kg, length 46.5cm, width 46cm, depth 8cm. Black. Excellent condition.

$280

$660

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Wheelchair Cushion

01Mar18 Mobilex Wheelchair Cushion. Removable washable, waterproof cover on the top and
sides, and slip resistant base. Length 43 cm, width 44 cm, depth 5 cm. Black. Very good
condition.

$30

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Cushions

Stair Lifts & Hoists
Patient Lifting Hoist

2015 EasyStand Evolv
Large (Sit to Stand
Stander)
Patient Lifter Electic
205kg lift

07Nov17 Elf electric patient lifter .
Bev does not have a mobile phone or an email.
She may not always answer her landline but leave a message with your contact details
and she will get back to you.
13Nov17 Machine is in excellent condition and fairly new as it was only used few times.
Includes:Two 5” rear locking castors, Contoured seat, Tray with chest pad, Velcro
positioning belt and adjustable foot plates with foot straps, Right side actuator handle,
Front swivel Casters, Independent Knee pads ,Shadow Tray 10”, Hand grip, High mount
chest vest bracket, X-style chest Vest – large, Instruction manual
22Nov17 205 KG lift limit. Battery charger with spare battery. No slings. Can deliver to the Sydney
metropolitan area.

Portable Garaventa Stair- 07May18 Used Portable Garaventa Stair-Trac SA-2 and wheelchair. Second owner / last used 2011
/ garaged for last 6 years. Portable wheelchair lift that is designed to fit under most manual
Trac SA-2 and
wheelchairs. Powerful battery charged motor to transport people up and down stairs.
wheelchair
Comes with manual and instructions, a separate trickle-charger to keep the battery
charged and a manual wheelchair.
Cost new $9000 Purchased used $6500 in 2008.

$1,000

$3,000

Bev Aliprandi 9871 2485

CARLINGFORD

$2,000

$7,545

Ramana
0433 777 391
Kathirgamalin
gam

STRATHFIELD

$600

$3,500

Robb Tilley

02 9816 4279

GLADSVILLE

$3,500

$9,000

Steve James

0417 291 600

RYDALMERE
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01Mar18 For straight staircase, rail length is 2285mm to cover 7 steps and can be shortened to suit.
Cannot be extended.
Fitting requires bolting rail to stairs underneath and fitting attendant controllers to wall at
either end. Unit plugs into standard 240V outlet and has emergency backup battery in
case of power loss. Controlled by user via toggle switch on handle it can also be controlled
by an attendant from either end.
Stand platform has safety switch underneath to automatically stop operation if it
encounters an object obstructing it. Platform can be flipped up out of the way to provide
normal access to stairs. Max user 115kg

$250

$2,500

Roy Smith

0438 227 439

BLACKTOWN

Diabetic Air Cast Walker
Boot
Walking Frame Foldable
Walking Frame Foldable
Walking Frame Foldable
Walking Frame

01Mar18 DJO XP Diabetic Pneumatic Walker. Air cast boot and hand pump with pressure gauge.
Medium. Excellent condition.
01Mar18 Dietz Foldable Light Weight Walking Frame with adjustable height. Height 81 - 92 cm,
width 52 cm, depth 35cm. Bronze metal. Good condition.
01Mar18 Cooper style walking frame with 2 front wheels and 2 skis. Grey metal. Excellent
condition.
01Mar18 Kjaerulff Rhabilitation Foldable Walking Frame with adjustable height. Height 66 - 88 cm,
width 60cm, depth 39cm. Grey/silver metal. Excellent condition.
01Mar18 Mayra Rigid Walking Frame with rubber nonslip rubber protectors. Handle height 81-96
cm, depth 59 cm, front width 49 66 cm rear width 61cm. Maximum load capacity 100 kg.
Weight 1.3 kg. Grey metal. Fair condition.

$100

$360

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Walker

26Mar18 XL Walker. Large padded seat and storage area. Adjustable heights. Photos can be
emailed upon request

$70

$270

John Green

0419 287 108
j.wgreen@hotmail.com

WOLLONGONG

Ellipse Lite Rollator

07May18 Carbon Fibre walker suitable for a person 5’.10” or over. Only used in the home.
Purchasein February 2018

$200

$385

Mary Sutton

9451 5094 / 0423 512 479

FORESTVILLE

0414 682 409

BULLI

Motorised stair climber.
Minivator 115kg

date

brief description

Walking Aids

Helen

$75
$75
$70
$50

$150

Helen

139 Swiss Helen
Francs
169 Swiss Helen
Francs

NORTH
WOLLONGONG
NORTH
WOLLONGONG
NORTH
WOLLONGONG
NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Miscellaneous
Mercedes Vito Van

Mobility Van

Powerstroll

12Sep17 The van is Automatic, seats 6 people including driver, wheelchair person and 4 other
passengers, great for family outings. Its a diesel with low kilometres in very good
condition, spotless inside. Can stand up inside and walk from front to back. The hoist is all
controlled by remote, very easy to use.we only used it for approx. 3 months .Bought in
August 2016
07Feb18 2003 Mercedes Benz Vito 112 CDi Mobility Van
2.2 Litre Turbo Diesel, Automatic. Includes custom fixtures & lift for mobility wheelchair,
low kilometres. All seats & console available with Van. Very good condition, registered till
April 2018. Purchased October 2016
07Feb18 Designed to aid a wheelchair attendant, providing power to aid pushing chair in otherwise
strenuous situation. As new condition, 5 Months warranty remaining.
Purchased in June 2017 from Total Mobility who will install & service at a cost.

$22,500

$27,950 Amber Kay

$20,000

$22,500 Carole Morris 0408 439 775

$900

$1,594

Carole Morris 0408 439 775

EAST CORRIMAL

EAST CORRIMAL
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Philips BiPAP

07Feb18 Philips BiPAP auto sv advanced system one with heated humidifier

$1,500

$3,295

Kathleen
Holz.

0431 795 591

SHOAL BAY

Portable Oxygen
Concentrator

16Feb18 Portable Oxygen Concentrator - LifeChoice Activox XYC100B-P4L (with carry case)
Purchased 11/04/2016

$2,000

$5,375

Bruce Jones

0408 021 325 or
jonesbr57@gmail.com

MIRANDA

Invacare Pegasus
Mobility Scooter

16Feb18 A 7 year old Invacare Pegasus Mobility Scooter .The Scooter is at The Landings
Retirement Village .$1499 ONO

$1,499

$3,150

Kate Morl

0420 902 873

NORTH
TURRAMURRA

Blood Pressure Monitor

01Mar18 Omron Automatic Blood Pressure Monitor with 90 memory and date.
Excellent condition.

$80

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Compression
Stocking/Garment
Applicator

01Mar18 Ezy-As Stocking/Garment Applicator. Reduces the effort and pain when applying
compression garments to both arms and legs. Provides minimal to no disruption to an
injury/dressing. Can be used with open and closed toe stockings, knee high, full leg antiembolism tubular shaped support bandages and travel socks, tubular bandages, arm
sleeves, gauntlets. Medium to fit 32-40 cm calf size. Excellent condition.
01Mar18 Shear Comfort Heel Protectors (pair). Medical grade sheepskin heel protectors with velcro
straps. Offfers support, cushioning and airflow for feet and ankles. Machine washable.
Grey, dark blue. Good condition.
01Mar18 Pelikan Sit, slide and stand pad. Assists one or two carers to slide patient from a sitting
position at the front of a chair to the back of the chair. Patient can also assist. Assists
carer(s) to move a patient from sitting to standing position. Grey. New.

$15

$41

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

$20

$82

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

$35

$81

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

01Mar18 Wooden transfer board to faciliate transfers to and from bed. Length 76 cm. width 21cm,
depth 8 - 15 mm. New.
01Mar18 Pedalon exercise foot peddles. Can be positioned in front of chair or wheelchair. Bought
for 219 Swiss Francs. Excellent condition.
01Mar18 Kjaerulff Needad Down Turntable 38 cm diameter. Used to facilitate assisted transfers to
and from a wheelchair, toilet, bed etc. A lightweight turntable consisting of two round
polyethylene surfaces and a handle. Slip resistant material is on both outer surfaces. Max
weight 150 kg. Black. Good condition.
01Mar18 Pelican Handi-Weigh Ramp. Platform ramp allows for easy weighing of patients confined
to a wheel chair. Cream. Good condition. Compatible standard weighing scales which fits
under the ramp included at no additional cost.
26Mar18 To lift a heavy Wheel chair into the rear of the car. Photos can be emailed upon request.

$50

$95

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com
02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Helen

02 4226 6741 or
rehab.equipment@yahoo.com

NORTH
WOLLONGONG

Heel Protectors
Sit, Slide And Stand Pad

Transfer Board
Exercise Foot Pedals
Turntable For Transfers

Weighing Machine For
Patients In Wheelchairs.
Wheelchair Lift
Modular Wheelchair
access ramp

17Apr18 Selling a modular wheelchair access ramp. It has easily adjustable legs to change its
height and is approximately 12 metres in length. (it snakes around like a ramp). It is semipermanent so can be moved. It has a checker-plate aluminium anti-slip surface and hand
rail. It was previously used for elderly for access into their home. Photos can be provided
upon request.

$80

Helen

$65

Helen

NORTH
WOLLONGONG
NORTH
WOLLONGONG

$70

$194

$1,200

$3,800

John Green

0419 287 108
j.wgreen@hotmail.com

WOLLONGONG

$2,000

Lauren

0408 084 985

WAGGA WAGGA
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Boc Everflo Oxygen
Concentrator

24Apr18 Used Boc Everflo Oxygen Concentrator. Purchased new / last used August 2011.
Assorted oxygen tubing & connectors.
Unit is working but recommend inspection and testing by accredited EverFlo / BOC
contractor before use. New $2000 2008.
Mitsubishi Magna Station 07May18 2001 Mitsubishi Magna Station Wagon Solara TJ. Push and Pull brake and accelerator
hand controls, Lever for the blinker and a fork knob on the steering wheel (removal for
Wagon Solara
normal driving). Low kms for age, regular servicing. No prangs (accidents). 3.5Litres, 6
Cyclinder.
07May18 Ramps for the back of the car to push wheelchair into boot.
Ramps
Non-slip tread, heavy duty aluminium. Length: 212 cm Full length folding in middle. Width
28 cm to outside, 20 cm tread.

selling
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original
cost
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$500

$2,000

Steve James

0417 291 600

RYDALMERE

$5,000

$36,000 Louise Moore. 98343735

$300

$500

Louise Moore. 98343735

ST CLAIR

ST CLAIR

Other Websites for Second-hand Equipment
https://www.abilityclassifieds.com
www.e-bility.com/buyandsell.php
www.reusability.com.au
www.tilleydisabilityequipment.com.au
www.gizbytes.com/wheelchair/about.htm
http://zonemedical.com.au/2nd-Hand-Equipment

Ability Classifieds - website for classified ads covering specialized disability equipment, events, vehicles and more
Ebility Equipment Warehouse - website for buying and selling second hand equipment
Reusability Classifieds - website to buy/sell Second-hand 'Mobility Aids'
Tilley Disability Equipment - Repairs and second hand disability equipment. P: 02 9816 4279
Wheelchair Garage Sale - website for buying and selling second hand equipment
Zone Medical - offers a big range of second-hand equipment in different caregory
Please note that products listed on this 2nd hand equipment register may be affected by supplier product recalls.
Clients should check if the products are affected before they purchase them.
The product recall information can be checked on the website : www.recalls.gov.au

** Note: The Second-Hand Register is a free service offered by the Assistive Technology Australia.
The register is intended for use by individual people to help them sell their no longer-needed equipment. Non-profit organisations are welcome to use this register.
However, it must be used for non-profit purposes. If you are not clear about this policy, please contact AT Aust to discuss it further.

DISCLAIMER
Information contained in this second hand register (the Register) about any equipment or item for sale is not a recommendation by the Assistive Technology (AT Aust).
Neither AT Aust, their staff nor volunteers give any warranty as to the state, suitability or ownership of any equipment or item referred to in the Register.
Purchasers should satisfy themselves about these matters and any other matters of relevance by discussing them with the seller prior to purchase of any equipment or item.
The AT Aust expressly disclaim any liability, including liability for negligence, arising from the purchase of any equipment or item referred to in the Register.
** An updated copy of this document is published on our website every fortnight. Please check "Last updated" date on the top left hand corner.
If the date is in the past months, please go to our website www.at-aust.org to get an up-to-date copy. For latest info, call AT Aust Infoline on 1300 452 679

Assistive Technology Australia™

( formerly known as Independent Living Centre NSW )

Reception: 02 9912 5800 Infoline: 1300 452 679 Fax: 02 8814 9656
Westpoint, Shop 4019, 17 Patrick St, Blacktown NSW 2148
PO Box 8034 Westpoint Blacktown NSW 2148 Australia
email: help@at-aust.org | web: www.at-aust.org
** Listings End **

